
C-One SUPERPLUS

AutomAtic
cut & seAl clAmp

Device to eliminAte
the “film tAil”

“Don’t get off” system 
with remote control

the machine has directly on the turntable 
a  pneumatic system to cut, seal and hook the 
film; completed with a “tail” elimination device. 
the cut is made by a cold blade.

the seal is heat made, but far away from 
the product. the whole working cycle is com-
pletely automated and it can be started via an 
infrared/radio remote control.

in this way the operator doesn’t need to 
get off the forklift truck, allowing safer and quick-
er operations. 

the reduced turntable height from the 
ground level makes c-one superplus suitable to 
be loaded even by a hand pallet truck.

if you need an automatic machine but 
your production system or your logistics do not 
allow you to have a completely automatic line, if 
you already use an lgv, or if you simply need to 
improve your production times or the quality of 
your work, c-one superplus is the  right choice.

experience and
innovation are the main 

ingredients of
c-one superplus,

the most advanced 
semiautomatic wrapping 
machine with turntable.



Technical Data height: 2468 mm.
width: 1800 mm.
lenght: 2880 mm.
turntable height from ground level: 86 mm.
weight: 650 kg.
power supply: 220 vac 1p+n
(other options: 220 Vac 3PH+N o 400 Vac 3PH+N)

power absorption: 1,00 Kw

Product Specifications
Automatic cycle for film fixing, sealing and • 
cutting
Device to eliminate the “film tail”• 
power prestretch• 
machine cycle controlled by electronic board• 
frequency controller to adjust separately the • 
ascent and descent speed of the carriage
frequency controller to adjust the turntable • 
speed
turntable ø.1650 mm• 
maximum pallet height: 2300 mm• 
maximum pallet dimensions 800x1200 mm• 
maximum pallet weight 2000 kg• 
photocell to detect the height of the pallet• 
safety stop at the bottom of the carriage• 
stop at 0 position• 
ip54 control panel• 
3 password levels• 
Adjustable parameters by the control panel • 
without password: cycle selection, number of 
laps (bottom and top), topsheet cycle parameters, 
rotation speed, carriage ascent speed, carriage 
descent speed, wrapping height in cm,  film 
tension, initial wrapping height
5 working cycles: ascent/descent; topsheet; only • 
ascent; only descent; layers
storage of 32 user programs• 
3 operating modes: semimanual, semiautomatic, • 
fixed height 
strenghtening operation• 
Acoustic warning at the cycle beginning and stop• 
Auto diagnostic• 
wrapped pallet counter (with password)• 
full configuration possible at 3• rd password level
infrared/radio remote control receiver• 
powder coating• 
still turntable at the end of the cycle• 
2 years warranty• 

Main Options
electrical top-press unit for unstable loads• 
wrapping height up to 2.8 mt• 
1800 mm diameter turntable• 
remote control • 
ramp• 
pit frame• 
Black loads photocell• 
weighing system• 
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